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The step up transformer for Moving Coil cartridges (SUT from now) is one of the 
most mysterious objects in Hi-Fi. Some time ago, several audio companies had in 
their catalogue several SUT models, characterized by: 
- different gains, in order to interface correctly with the multitude of MC cartridges, 
many of them from the Japanese school; 
- various alloys for the magnetic core of the transformers (nickel, amorphous, more 
or less precious ferrite); 
- copper or silver windings. 
Generally most of the SUT’s on the market, with few exceptions, are equipped with 
RCA/unbalanced inputs and outputs: SUT’s with balanced input and output are 
really rare. 
 
The balanced connection would be desirable in the SUT: the signal coming from the 
cartridges is, by its nature, balanced and consequently an xlr connection allows to 
maintain the signal poles separated, a more effective management the mass loops 
and signal screening. 
 
Around the end of the '80s, with the proliferation of high-gain solid-state circuits, the 
SUT market fell dramatically. The SUT market remains alive only in Japan and with 
a few enthusiasts in the rest of the world. 
In the last decade, thanks to the possibility of buying online, there has been a great 
competition to buy vintage SUTs such as Koetsu, Denon, various Kiseki, Cotter, 
Ortofon, etc. After several years, the audiophiles realized the superiority of the SUT 
compared to active stages, when well interfaced with the MC cartridges. 
 
Generally it’s a common belief that vintage is better, even in this area. The current 
step up production represents today a really good alternative to those of the past, 
for a number of reasons: availability of high quality cores, higher quality magnet wire 
and an increased experience in transformer winding, thanks also to the support of 
software simulation. 
 
SUT n°3 represents the entry level of Audiodinamica. It is made from permalloy 
laminations (50% nickel-core). It is equipped with XLR and RCA input and output 
and uses high quality components such as GrayHill rotary switches (with gold 
contatcts) and 0.1% precision low noise metal film resistor. 
 
For the optimal match between SUT and MC cartridges, the main parameters to 
consider are: 
 

SUT n°3 – We (don’t) like easy wins  
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- X Factor (Np/Ns) =10^[(gain)/20]     (ratio) 
- Gain (dB) = 20*ln(X Factor)/ln(10)    
- Reflected Load = I_phono/[(X Factor)^2]  

 
where: 

- I_phono it’s the input impedance of the phono stage, usually 47.000 Ohm; 
- The X Factor transformation ratio is given by the ratio between Np (number 

of turns of primary winding) and Ns (number of turns of secondary winding). 
 
For example, in SUT n°3 you can select X Factor between two values, 1:12 and 
1:24. The values of gain and Reflected Load will be: 
 

- 1:12 Gain= 20*ln(12)/ln(10)= 21,6 dB 
  Reflected Load = 47.000/[12^2]=327 Ohm 
 

- 1:24 Gain= 20*ln(24)/ln(10)= 27,6 dB 
Reflected Load = 47.000/[24^2]=81,6 Ohm 
 

The following table (Tab.1) shows some indications for the proper match between 
SUT n°3 and the output level of the MC cartridges: these are general indications 
and may vary according to the line/phono preamplifier, power amplifier and 
speakers. 
		

SUT	n°3	
gain	

Cartridges	output	level	
0.1	–	0.2	mV	 0.2	–	0.3	mV	 0.3	–	0.4	mV	 0.4	–	0.5	mV	 >	0.5	mV	

12x	–	22dB	 	 	 o	 o	 O	
24x	–	28dB	 o	 o	 o	 	 	

Tab.1 – example of interfacing between sut gain and monor detector output level 
 
The Reflected Load regulation is an important feature for a SUT. Through the 
modification of the Reflected Load, or impedance settings, it is possible to obtain a 
better interface with a certain type of head. 
The SUT n°3 is equipped with a 3-way high quality selector in order to match the 
impedance according to different MC cartridges. 
There isn’t a universal rule, the perfect matching load depends on your specific 
components and it is possible to use our SUT n°3 with cartridges that have greater 
or lower internal impedances, or values that are outside the suggested ranges as 
per the following table. However, it is important to realize that input impedance from 
three to four times the internal impedance of your cartridge will usually provide the 
best results.  
 
The table 2 shows the values of the reflected load as a function of the impedance of 
the phono and the gain of the SUT.  
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Phono	amplifier	
input	impedance	

Gain	of	the	SUT	
n°3	

L	 M	 H	

47k	 12x	 120	 240	 330	
47k	 24x	 30	 60	 80	
100k	 12x	 150	 390	 700	
100k	 24x	 40	 100	 170	

Tab.2 Reflected load values related to SUT gain and the phono preamp input impedance. 
 
In this context, the best solution is to choose the most appropriate value according 
to your taste, while listening to your favorite records. 
In the next figures we show some measurements, performed with Audio Precision, 
which highlight the frequency response of our transformers (Fig. 1). 
 
The "Amplitude parallel" frequency response refers to the 1:24 transformation ratio, 
while the "Amplitude series" frequency response refers to the 1:12 transformation 
ratio. 
The results shown represent a great goal, with an extremely linear frequency 
response between 10 and 20kHz. These results were obtained thanks to the type of 
core (Permalloy, 50% nickel alloy) and to the transformer winding mode, performed 
on Audiodinamica specifications by CINEMAG, a great name in the professional 
transformers world. 
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Fig.1 - Frequency response of SUT n° 3,  according to the transformation ratio 

 
We used some high quality SUT as references, during the prototyping phase of the 
SUT n°3. Figure 2 shows some SUT’s used for comparison, with medium and low 
gain MC cartridges. The SUT’s used were: 
- DENON AU1000, with permalloy transformers and 1:11.5 (X Factor); 
- Uesugi Bros 5Low, with conversion ratio 1: 25.8 (X Factor); 
- Ypsilon MC20, with amorphous C-shaped transformers and a 1:20 transformation 
ratio (X Factor). 
 
The prototyping and experimentation phase for our SUT lasted a long time and was 
aimed to determine the best transformation ratio usefull to mid-range and high-end 
MC cartridges currently on the market.  
A flexible and high quality sound was the leitmotiv of our research. 
 
The SUT n°3 was tested with various MC cartridges, including: Audio Technica, 
Benz, Denon, Dynavector, EMT, Koetsu, Lyra, Ortofon, Supex, ZYX. The SUT n° 3 

SUT	n°3	
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has always provided an excellent electrical interfacing and, consequently, an high 
quality sound. 

 
Fig.2 – SUT’s collection. 

 
Several tests were carried out on the SUT’s. In particular, the 1kHz square wave 
test was used. This test allows you to quickly evaluate the frequency response of 
electronic components. For further information, read the BLOG 10 "SQUARE WAVE 
TESTING", which illustrates the basic concepts behind this measurement. 
A LeCroy oscilloscope and a signal generator were used during the test set at: Load 
= 100k, Rs = 50Ohm and signal = 5mVrms.  
These values have been chosen properly to bring the transformers out of the 
comfort zone, which must therefore handle a high load at the primary (so the 
winding inductance value must be adequate to have an excellent response in the 
low range) and a high load at the secondary (which will facilitate the detection of 
any ultrasonic resonances). 
 
Figures 3 and 4 represent the square wave respectively for the SUT n°3 with low 
gain (12x) and the Denon AU1000. You can certainly see the perfection of the wave 
in the graph relating to the Denon AU1000, hich highlights the high quality of this 
SUT. The square wave relative to the SUT n°3 instead highlights a peak on the 
square wave, indicating a slight resonance at high frequencies, also present in the 
measurement made with the AudioPrecision. The rest of the wave, on the other 
hand, is correctly reconstructed, with excellent flatness of upper and lower part of 
the wave, which identifies, as for the DENON AU1000, an deep frequency response 
in the low range, an index of high values of primary inductance. 
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Fig. 3 - SUT n°3 12x, square wave 1kHz 

 

 
Fig. 4 - DENON AU1000, square wave 1kHz 

 
In order to investigate the differences between the two SUT’s, frequency response 
measurements were made, again using the Lecroy oscilloscope. The comparison 
results are shown in figure 5: the extreme linearity of both SUTs can be observed. 
While the AU1000 denon loses about 1dB to 20kHz, the SUT n°3 highlights the 
resonance peak, which is about 0.5dB. Even in the low range we find a 
performance of extreme importance for both SUT’s. While the Denon tends to 
highlight slight roll-off in both the high and low range, the SUT n°3 appears to be 
more linear. 
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The graph also highlights an important information: the overlap of the frequency 
response for the left and right channels, for both transformers, is impressive.  
Both SUT’s are high quality parts, not only  for the measurements but also for 
listening: in particular, while the Denon stands out for its refinement and sweet 
sound, the SUT n°3 offers a more vivid performance, with considerable sound 
details and a better performance in terms of dynamic. 
 
The comparison results are shown in figure 5: the extreme linearity of both SUTs 
can be observed. While the AU1000 denon loses about 1dB to 20kHz, the SUT n°3 
highlights the resonance peak, which is about 0.5dB more. Even in the low range 
we find a performance of extreme importance for both I SUT. While the Denon 
tends to highlight slight roll-off in both the high and low range, the SUT n°3 instead 
appears to be more linear. 
The graph also highlights an extremely important data: the overlap of the frequency 
response of the left and right channels for both transformers is impressive. 
Both sut are very valid both for the measurements and for listening: in particular, 
while the Denon stands out for its refinement of sophistication but also at the same 
time too staid, the SUT n°3 offers a more vivid performance, with considerable 
detail in the sound reproduction and a better performance in terms of dynamics. 
 

 
Fig. 5 – Frequency response for the left and right channels relative to the SUT n°3 and the 

DENON AU1000. 
 
The comparison between SUT n°3, Uesugi and Ypsilon highlights some significant 
aspects related to the use of high conversion ratio sut. Figure 6 shows the square 
wave for SUT n°3, when used at the maximum conversion ratio (24x). In the graph 
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there is always the slight resonance peak in the high range and the excellent 
performance in the low range, dictated by the fact that the wave is not deformed. 
 

 
Fig. 6 - SUT n°3 24x, square vawe 1kHz 

 
Figure 7 shows the square wave for the sut Uesugi. The square wave results to be 
completely deformed, index of a frequency response in low range limited by a low 
value of primary inductance of the transformer (which would best work only with low 
impedance cartridge). 
 

. 
Fig. 7 - UESUGI 5L, square wave 1kHz 
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Figure 8 shows the square wave for the Ypsilon sut. Also in this case the square 
wave turns out to be completely deformed, with the aggravating circumstance of 
showing also a discrete roll-off in the high range as well as having a limitation of the 
frequency response in the low range. Also in this case, the transformer has a low 
primary inductance value. 
The comparison in sonic terms of SUT n°3 with Uesugi and Ypsilon, highlights a 
wide frequency response of the first, to the full advantage of the intelligibility of the 
musical signal. 
 

 
Fig. 8 - Ypsilon MC20, square wave 1kHz 

 
In order to complete the analysis of the SUT n°3, the 1kHz square wave  was 
performed with different loads. It should be noted that the variation of the load has 
an extreme influence on the resonances generated by the transformer in the 
ultrasonic range. This aspect has been highlighted in figure 3 of the BLOG 6 "Step 
Up Transformers". Figures 9, 10 and 11 below show how the resonance peak in the 
high range is damped as the load on the sut decreases. 
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Fig. 9 - SUT n°3 12x e carico alto (H), onda quadra 1kHz 

 

 
Fig. 10 - SUT n°3 12x e carico medio (M), onda quadra 1kHz 
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Fig. 11 - SUT n°3 12x e carico basso (L), onda quadra 1kHz 

 
Therefore, in real use, the resonance peaks are damped thanks to the load. The 
measurements carried out on the SUT n°3 indicate extreme compatibility with any 
type of MC loudspeaker, with both high and low internal impedance. In addition, the 
adjustment of the load and the transformation ratio, allows you to refine the 
interface quickly. 
 
Francesco Matera 
Audiodinamica co-founder 
info@audiodinamica.com 


